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This thesis has as its purpose a.n analysis of the 
sferic waveform from the standpoints of general cha.re.en 
t13ris tics, time dura. tion, and frequency content. No 
serious effort is made to correlate characteriatics of 
the sf'eric waveform with meteorological conditions al­
though the theories of other investigators and the 
,, 
opinion of the writer are often giveno Only a very 
brief description of the equipment used in the study is 
includedo 
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Since man first became aware of the phenomena called 
"lightningtt he has made attempts to explafn the mechanics of 
its action and so remove it from the realm of' the mysterious 
and place it in the category of the understandableo Early 
records indicate that the task was :i.:rmnediab:il·y fo-;.rr1d to be a 
difficult one since the occurrence of lightning strokes was :riot
a. controllable quantity and t�e man.y variations of the phe = 
nomena led to a.n even greater number of cle.:i.rns conr;e1•ning its 
nature., Indeed, Pliny the Elder wrote as early as 23 A., Du1:
Of thunderbolts themselves several variations are reported .. 
Those that come with a dry flash do not cause fire but an e:;;,::o .  
plosion. The smo� ones do not burn but blacken.a TherE:i 1-:s a. 
third sort called• bright thunderbolts" of extremely rem&:rkable 
nature, this kind draws casks dry without damaging the 5.r 1 ids 
and without leaving any other trace and melts gold and copper 
and silver in their bags without singeing the seal., 
Since Plinyv s time the research into lightning pheno:men'!3. 
has taken a more sc1.entific formo Of a necesslty the stu.dies 
have involved cloud physics and meteo1�ology as .well as elect!•o= 
magnetism. Through integration of these fields of study the 
mechanics of the lightning discharge have bGen clea.rly 01.:rtlin.cd 
for the most parto However it yet remai:n.s to determlne mo:ce 
lc 0 F. Wagner and G., D ., McCa.nn. 9 °Lightning Pheno,,mni:� ., '· 
Electrical Transmission� DistributioJ.'.l ,lkfer� �$.?lS
.;1 
Third 
Edition $ Chapter 12 o "TEas t Pittsburgh� Pennsyl van:1.aJ J>
Westinghouse Electric And Manufacturing Company, 1944 s, p., 298., 
completely the exact reasons for the varied bbha.vior• 01 
lightning and to associate clear1y its nn:1.ny f"ot'ms with other' 
known factors of meteorology and woE,,ther.. Li.ght.n:'.l.ng itself iFl 
now more c0rrectly considered as a major part of the science 0f 
n sferics" which is the name appl:.ed to atrnospher:Ic disturbances 
of' an electromagnetic nab1re0 
The study of sferics has been accelerated in the past few 
years, primar:i.ly because of the interest of the military in 
weather as it af'fects fj_eld and air operat:i.ons,. For both 
ground and a:tr forces a knowledge of storm locations
., 
:l:ntens1ty a1
di1•ection of movement a.:nd size is a. valuable thing. CivtJian 
personnel also show an interest in local thunderstonn activity, 
particularly if it is of sufficient energy level to cause h:tgh 
winds or spawn a tornado.. The tornado has received a large 
share of ·the sferic imreatigator's interest because of it;s 
great destructiveness. It often has been called the most 
violent manife·station of nature known to man" 
Research :l'..n ·tornado :i:denttfication has been ce.rr:i.ed on at 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechan:lca.l College in Stillw a [:;e:r• r 
Oklahoma. for over, five years.., This work has been done. undet" 
the di:::,ect;ion of Dr ., Herbert L., Jonas 9 Professor of Electr:tc-2!'.1 
Engineering. The :major line of' approach has been the study o�'· 
the electromagnetic wave charaeteristics of the tornado sfe:1 i.> 
as dis tin.guishe d from wave chara.cteris tics of lower a.c ti vi t)· 
thunderstorms. This research has involved a study of the 
waveform· of voltage produced in a vertical antenna a.nd v:i.ewE;d,, 
after amplification, on an osc:tl10seop�,.. .At t.h:i.s writirig the 
waveforms having recelved mos t; attention v10re viewed for e. 
period of time not exceeding five hundred mi ere seconds,, It b&a 
been noted the. t 8. la.rge number of the wa.vef'oJ•ms observed are 
still undergoing variation at the end of the five hu.nd:eed micro«• 
second oscilloscope 2weep perlod., It i::j t;h.e purpose o.f th.ts 
thesis, therefore, to unde:r> tako a study of the ws.v0form for 
periods of time up to five thousand microseconds from the 
initial portion of the wave front.. This study intends to de= 
termine the degree of correlation of lts observations for the 
longer oscilloscope sweep duration with previously obser·ved 
characteristics of the sferic waveform observed for short.er 
time durattuns o It al-so attempts to add to the :tnfor:r.ia ticn al= 
ready known about the sferic waveI'orm in general a
Specifically, the study of the sferie waveform will i.n-� 
elude the following phases: 
1 0 A description ·of ··the basic ·type-s of waveforms ob�� 
served ., associating them wlth as many other f'a.ctors surround:ing 
their occurrence as possibleo 
2 o A study of' the incidence of waveforms observed hav 
a given time durationo
3o A study of the frequency spectrum of ce:t't£tin specif 
- waveforms observed as well as a general stu.dy of the frsqt::<?I'.l.'!/
spectrum for sferics based on all the waveforrr1s observedo
CHAPTER I'WO 
THE OKLAHOMA CI'rY SFEEIC DE;_PE:CTING S�t1! VTION 
One of the major problems of the or•igina.J. sferic de= 
tecting station at Stillwa.ters Oklahoma. wa.s to f':i.nd a. means 
of accurately locating thunderstorm activities ,, particularly 
those that could produce a tornado,. The direction find.er in 
use at the Tornado Laboratory in Stillwater gave good indi= 
cations if the sferic frequencies were sufficiently low, how= 
ever when the frequencies in the de te cte d sfericti be ca.me too 
high, as was the case vJ'i th tornadic sferic s, ell lpse s ·were 
produced on the direction finder instead of straight lines and 
as a. result the accuracy was seriously affected., 
Suitable means of calibrating the direction finder for a 
full 360 ° of a.z imuth, or measuring its error over this :r•ange of 
azimuth angle is yet to be developed., A genera.tor to s:l.mul,?..t.s 
sferic disturbances is not practical to build and visual ob= 
servations a-f lightning ·dischar-ges for calibration purposes is 
a.t bes t; "hi·t a.nd miss. 11 Consequently a satellite station to 
observe s1'eric -wa:ve1'o-rms a:nd ·directions was considered des ira= 
ble because of its value in fixing the location o.f' thunderfltor-m 
a.ctivi ties.. These fixes could then be compared with lwi.i= 
ca. tions of the rada.1 .. at the Stillwater station, and me to= 
orological data obtained from the weather bureau and the s.ir 
force ., By this means the errors of both direction f:i.ndin.g 
stations could be determinedo 
Also, it was fe 1 t tha. t a. sate 11 i te direction f'ind:'tng 
station could be useful in developJ.:ng cocrdi:na't:i.on teclro::lique� 
for tracking the movement of the thunders tc):r'!i1 nc t I.vi ty.. '.Phis 
had not been attempted as yet� and it wa.s :r.•ealized that :numer= 
ous problems would undoubtedly arise that had not been foreseen 
in coordinating the data from the two sta.tions., In addition, 
more information concerning thunderstorm Eic tivl ty cou1 d be 
obtained through the data recorded by a second station. 
Thus, a. station we.s established at Wlll Rogers Field near 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma for the purposes of obtaining more 
data on sferic waveforms and determining the effectiveness of 
two stations working together in fixing the loca.t:i.on of thunder= 
storm ac ti vi ty. The first equipment for the s ta.ti on was in = 
stalled in the early spring of 1952. 11his consisted of a, 
direction finder employing crossed loop antennas and.two 
balanced amplifiers i, and an oscilloscope for viewing the sferic 
waveform. 
Throughout the s1..umner, fall, and winter following the 
installation of th.is equipment, the sferic activity within a, 
radius of approximately 700 miles was observed by Mro 
F .. G. Smith 1  Jr,. and the writer. No permanent data was te.ken 
because of the absence of photographic equipment ,.
In May and June of 1953 ., additional equipment was iD.= 
stalled which could keep a permanent record of the data o1:>= 
served ., This equipment wa.s furnished b"y Oklahoma Agricultural 
a.nd Mechanical College. It had been used previously with 
success by the Tornado Laboratory at Sti.llwater and was capable 
of photographing wa.ve.f'orms with a duration of not more than 2.::;o 
microseconds., It was modified by Mx• .. F1 0 G. Smith., Jro fo:r• 
photo graphing of longer dura t:i.on. '11he e ssen.tial .fea tu.res of the 
equipment are shown in the block diagram of the completed Okla-
homa. City Station, Figure 1., The explanation of the oper,9.tion 
of each component of the e"quipment and the descr:i.pti.on of the 
modifications made for this study ls given ln Mr .. F .. G .. Smithrs 
thesis .. 1 The portions of the equipment which a.re of' major
importance to this . thesis a.re the circuits used to amplify the 
sferic waveform of which are shown as the solid lines of Figure 
1 .. The progression of the waveform through the equipment :i.s a.s 
followsi The electromagnetic disturbance ca.used by the sferi.e 
discharge induces a voltage in the vertical antenna.. 1:I1hi.s 
voltage variation with respect to time is called the 1�sferi1)
waveform. 11 It is fed first through the external e.mplifying 
circuits whose primary function is to match the high im= 
pedance of the vertical antenna to the low lmpeda.nce of the 
coaxial cable used to feed the amplified signal some 200 feet 
into the station. This portion of the equipment was placed 
away from the r•est of the station to minimize 60 cycle inter= 
ference. 
The signal arriving through the coa.xial cable is then fed. 
1 
F .. G,. Smith $' Jro Establishmsi,111 Qf A .Sa.tel���&. 
Detection Laboratory ,!.t Oklahoma Q1_ty, Oklahom_a. Unpubllsh.ed 
Master of Science Thesiso Oklahoma. Agricultural&: Mechanical 
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into a low pass filter followed by a o amp1 low 
pass filter was desirmed 
0 
to have a cutoff .frequency of a.ppI'OXi= 
:mately 600 kilocycles so that interference from broadcast 
stations would be minimized. The output of the video amplifier 
is fed through a double frequenc:y J'.'EJ jectlon .filter· :i.n the 
vertical amplifieJ:' of a Dumont 2�.1 osc11loscope ., The 1·e= 
jection filter was des:tgned by Mr. F',, Go 8m:ith il Jr o to elimi= 
nate residual 60 cycle pickup from the waveform and to minim 
mize the effects of a low frequency radio range station 
located approximately one mile from the waveform detector ,, 
Thj.s filter was sometimes taken out of the c:i.rcu:i.t vvhen 
frequencies were visible in the sferic waveform sinc19 i t; at�0 
tenuated to a considerable extent the frequencies between .3.50 
kilocycles and 600 kilocycles. 
The push,�pull output of the os ci11os cope amp1 if:i.er was 
fed directly to the deflection plates of a Du1nont 30L� H 
oscilloscope where it produced a vertical deflection of 
electi"on beam in duplication of the time variat:Lon of the 
voltage induced :1.nto the vertical a.ntenns. o The os cil sc 
used to view the waveform had a variable sweep dura.tion 
unblanked time be tween the :ranges of' 50 microseconds 
microseconds� This feature was provided by modifications 
existing e iprnent,ll ':Che electr·on beam tens i t-y- o.f 
304. H oscilloscope was modulated with tim:l.ng markers derivud
from a 100 kilocycle oscillator e.nd counting circuit0 Se: 
markers provided accurate timing of the sferic wa:1rnform 
to 
qu in 1) 
9 
necessary for their analysis .. 
The frequency response of the vrnveform amplifying c j_rcu:i .. ts 
is shown in Figure 2.. These response curves :i.llustre.te the 
effects of having the double f1·equency re je ctio:n filter in and 
out of the waveform circuit. It will be necessary to use these 
response curves in Chapter Five to weight properly the 1'1,.,equency 
spe ctrums developed there for two of the more inter•es ting sferic 
waveforms recorded. 
The station was operated by Mr. F .. G .. Smith
.;, 
Jr., and the 
writer thr•ough the month of June and a portion of July whenever 
thunderstorm activity was within the r·a.nge of the station 
equipment. This range was considered to be 700 miles although 
evidence of activlty farther than this was seen on several 
occasions .. 
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CHAP TEH 'fiftU<;E 
E:XISTING KNOWLEDGE OF 'l'HE SF'E:RIC WAi!Ef.10RM 
Investigators do not all agree on the reasons for the 
indications given by the sferic waveform; however .!) there is 
reasonable agreement as to its shape j) t i:me du:::>a t.lon 9 and 
frequency spectrum in a general sense. The work done to date 
in analyzing the sferlc wavefor'm has centered a!'ound a study 
of the time variation of the current discharge causing the 
sferic and a study of the time variation of the 0lectromagnetic 
field caused by the current discharge. A considerable amount 
of li tera. ture exists concerning the time vsn .. ia tion of the 
current discharge. However, there is less information avalla= 
ble about the electromagnetic field ca.used by the current 
dischargeo The more important observations are given in the 
following paragraphs. 
� Tim.Q. Variation Q! � Cur�ent Disc�.rge 
Studies of current flow in lightning discharges have 
brought to light a number of interesting facts concerning the 
time va.ria tion of the currento The current flow :i.n the 
lightning stroke has been generally agreed upon as having three 
componentsg A •1 pilot streamer p 0 a 0 stepped leader ,.. n and a 
"return stroke .. 0 The process is initiated by the slow moverr,a1"<;
of the pilot streamer from cloud to ground carry=negative 
charges. This pilot streamer moves with a velod.ty of 62 to 
1
1240 miles per second . a.nd ioni.ze s a ch,�i.:nn<::l l through the a tmos = 
phere.. This current flow. produces no visible effects since i.t 
has a current magnitude of as low as Oel ampere.,2 As the pilot 
streamer moves from cloud to earth ,, it is followed and over= 
taken several times by a higher velocity .11 higher current ma.gni= 
tude n stepped leader .. n The stepped leader advances inter= 
mittently and approximately 160 feet at a. time., It moves a.t a. 
velocity of about 31 9 000 miles per secondo3 The stepped leader 
is usually visible and it reaches the gr•ound a. t the same time 
as the pilot streamero After the stepped leader has reached 
the earth 9 the 0 return stroke" is initiated. This is a flow 
of electrons from the ionized channel to the ea.rtho The flow 
begins a. t the ground end of the channel and progresses upward 
toward the cloud at a rate of approximately 12 9 000 to 87�000 
miles per second o 4 The return stroke is of much higher in= 
tensity and is visible as a brilliant flash. After the crest 
value of the current has been reached 8 it decreases ,\) at first 
rapidly» and then more slowly until about 100 to 1000 amperes 
are flowing in the channel., This lower current flows for some 
time longer» la.sting in many instances more than one-tenth of 
1Lo P., Harrison. Lightning Discha,_rg,�111£ .1\,trcra.1_'1 �nd 
Associated _Meteorological Conditionso (T3chnica.l 1-Tott: No., 
1001) ., Washington 9 D., Cog Na tiona.1 Advisory Co:nm·i  ttee For 




a second .. 
The findings of investiga.tors of the current variation in 
the discharge indicate that: 5
( 1) the initial front of the current 'Nave form associated
with the return stroke lasts for about 10 microseconds and 
reaches crest values of about 3000 to 30,000 amper0s with some 
few intense strokes approaching 150 .\) 000 amperes at the crest 
value o
(2) the time required for the return stroke current to
build up to a crest value and then decay to onee,he.lf of the 
crest value is about 75 microseconds. 
(3) the time duration from the beginning of the return
stroke to the end of the current discharge is in the range of 
100 to 10 9 000 microseconds for 90% of the direct strokes 
13 
=· 
measured .. This duration is for each dis charge ii' ther•e is mo:r,e 
than one discharge in the return stroke. (This is often the 
case) o
O+J 93% of the current strokes exceeded 100 microseconds 
in duration while only 3% exceeded 10 "' 000 microseconds du=
ration.. Also "' 80% exceeded 200 microseconds duration ., 14-3% 
exceeded 500 microseconds duration and 15% exceeded 1000 
microseconds duration. 
(.5) strokes that occur in regions of high soil resis= 
5c .. Fo Wagner and G. D .. IvicCa.nn.  Electri�. Transmiss_!£!1 




tivity may have longer duration fi:nd lest:; amplttu(�e than those 
in regions of lower soil resistivityQ 
The Time Variation Of The Elec tr0 ic F'ield 
� -=-= ==== =- lamJ � - = --=
Recordings of the electromagnetic field disturbance ln 
general bear out the findings concerning the current var:i.a tions 
in the lightning dischargeo Schonland has found that approxi= 
ma.tely 65% of sferic waveforms a.re of the type illustra. ted in 
Figure J.6 The A portion of the waveform is believed to be
associated with the stepped leader processo The B and C portions 
are thought to be associated with the return st�okee The A 
portion was found to last from 170 to 2000 microseconds'} The B 
portion was found to last from 50 to 1.50 microseconds and the C 
portion appeared to last from 70 to 900 microsecondso 
The B portion of the waveform of Figure 3 has rece:tved the 
most attention. Investigators at the University of Florida 
have found that� 7 
(1) the waveform resembles a. damped sinusoid with the
exception that ea.ch successive half cycle has a longer period 
than the preceding half cycleo 
6Ao A. Blesso Pr912agation, !ru! llltc_eption Q1 fil:EU:!�· (A
summary and bibliography submitted to the Evans S:i.gnal 
Laboratory by the University of Florida) o Gainesville 9 Flo:r0 icJa .9
1947s PPo 12-260 
- ·· 71/ro - K o Kessler ., Qirectign Finding !l'll1 flangi!}g Q.n
Atmosph�ricso (A f'inal report submitted to the Evans Signal 
Laborator7""6'y the University of Florida)o Gainesville� Florida� 












FIGURE 3., TYPICAL SFERIC WAVEF-0:Rin 
1-l 
\.n. 
(2) of 100 waveforms ane.lyzed 9 the 1,,vera.ge time between
the first two maxima in the same polarity is 125 microseconds 
and the average time of the following cycle is 175 micro= 
seconds. 
(3) the majority of waveforms showed a progressive
decremento However there were a number that showed an incre= 
mental increase ·of amplitude with respect to time. 
16 
Several theories have been proposed to explain the reason 
for the apparent oscillatory variation of electric field 
strength associated with the return stroke a One theory is that 
the oscillations are produced by an effective resistance, 
capacitance, and inductance of the ionized channel through which 
the current flowsa Another theory is that the oscillations 
are the result of phenomena associated with current flow 
through a gaseous medium such as the ionized atmosphere of the 
discharge channelo Still a third theory is that the oscil= 
lat ions are a result of multiple return strokes .!) each of which 
produces a complete oscillation in the radiation field since 
there is a build=up and a decay of current for ea.ch strokeo 
None of the theories have been proven correct in their ex= 
planation of the reasons for the oscillations although all of 
them deserve additional attentionc 
� Freguengy Spectrurq .Q1'.. Sferic Disturbances 
The frequencies present in the oscillatory portion of the 
sferic waveform have been a subject of study for some time o
In general 9 it has been postulated that the sferics which show 
low fr�qpencies in the oscillatory portion of the waveform are 
the re�ult of a long discharge path while those which show 
higher frequencies are caused by shorter discharge paths. If 
17 
thi� +� true, the shorter waves would probably signify building 
up activity in the thunderstorm previous to its becoming 
I 
"stacfCf)d11 high enough to produce long strokes. 
Th� work of Dro H. L. Jones of Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Meppanical College in Stillwater, Oklahoma has shown that the 
frfq��ncies present in the sferic waveform will increase with 
an increase in activity or energy level of the thunderstorm.8
Wavefo�s have been recorded at the Tornado Laboratory in 
Stillwater which indicate frequencies of 100 to more than 1000 
' ' ' 
. 
kilocycl�s present in the sferic disturbances from tornado 
ac�ivtty. These sferic disturbances however are somewhat 
unique apd probably should be classified separately from the 
normal sferic disturbance shown in Figure 3 • 
The predominant frequencies present in the oscillatory 
,. 
por�iop of the sferic waveform have been identified by 
Sc�onland as falling between 5000 cycles per second and 20 1 000
cy�le� p�r second.9 On the other hand, Austin has found that 
: 8Herbert L. Jones and Philip N. Hess. "Identification of 
Tornadoes by Observations of Waveform Atmosphericso 0 
Proceedings .Q£ the I.R.Eo 40 (September, 1952) 9 pp. 10L�9-1052., 
9w. J. Kessler. Direction Finding !ns!, Ranging Qn 
Atmosphericso University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida .11
1948)) Po 40o 
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the range of sferic frequencies is be tween 10 s· 000 c:yc s per 
second and 100 9 000 cycles per second .i, the1•e being appr,oxilnately 
twenty times as many at 17 ,500 eye s per seconc'l as there are at; 
100 9 000 cycles per second 0 lO 
Norinder has fow1d that most sferics are unipolar and have 
small oscillations superimposed on lower frequencies in the 5000 
11cycles per second to 10,000 cycles per second rangeo 
No definite frequency spectrum for sferic disturbances was 
found in the literatureo However 9 it was indicated from several 
sources that the incidence of sferics of a given frequency 
decreased with an increase of frequencyc This has been accepted 
as true for some time since experience with radio communi·= 
cations at higher frequencies indicates greater freedom from 
atmospherics o 
In summary .i, there seems to be some confusion concerning 
the actual frequency spectrum of sferics in general ., rrhis is 
possibly a result of the fact that the spectrtm1 observed at a 
point remote from the disturbance is influenced by the medium 
through which the wave was propagated., r his fact is borne 
out in part at. least by the common observance that sfer:tcs 
occu.r0r:tng at night show marked differences from sferics oc =
curring in daylighto Most observers seem to agree that the 
major portion of the energy in the sferic wave is in the 
frequency range below 100 kilocycleso 
lOibid o
11Ibido
1 .-,, ___ e,.
CHAPTER FOUR 
DESCRIPTION OF DA'I'A 
The data taken for this study consisted of simultaneously 
recording the time variation of the electromagnetic field 
caused by the lightning discharge .11 the direction of the dis= 
charge with respect to the station, and the time of oc= 
currence of the sferic disturbanceo O.ther information such as 
the time duration of the waveform trace j whether or not filters 
were used in the video circuit, and the timing marker spacing 
was also recorded with the waveformo The permanent record of 
eaqh sferic discharge was obtained by photographing the di= 
reqtion finder and video oscilloscope presentations. Also 
,shown in each photograph was the clock indicating the t:i.me of' 
oc6urrence and a card with information concerning the time 
duration of the video trace as well as the condition of the 
.· I 
video circuit (ioe., whether or not the double frequency 
rejection jilter was included). The photograph was made on 
35 mm. film strip and approximately 16 pictures per foot were 
ta keno 
The direction finder used had no.ambiguity resolving 
circuit to eliminate the 180 ° ambiguityo Consequently the 
direction of the sferic could be determined only by lmowing 
additional facts such as the location of a front or squall 
line from which the sferic could have originated or by 
triangulation in conjunction with the Tornado Laboratory 
direction finder at Stillwater. This disadvantage did not 
prove to be of much consequence since the addl tion�.l inf'or= 
mation was at all times available and with a good degree of 
a9curacyo 
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The data used in this material for analysis of the sferic 
waveform were taken on four different dayso Weather conditions 
on these four different occasions may be described as follows: 
June 2 11 1953 8 9�00 = 9::30 porn., --= Weather conditions at 
Oklahoma City were clear and the sferic activity was at a 
minimumo Most returns were from the north and were isolated 
in a sector of about 20 ° west of north to 10 ° east of north. 0 
These returns were later found to have been coming from northern 
Nebraska where several tornadoes were reportedo This data 
clearly established the range of the Oklahoma City station as 
about 700 miles since the gain of the equipment was operated 
at near maximum to obtain sufficient amplitude for photo= 
graphing the waveformo 
June 4 s 1953 2 12gl$ - 12g3Q pam4 ==- Weather conditions 
in Oklahoma City were clear and warm with no visible thu.nder= 
storm activity and few cloudso The sferic activity received 
was from a front in extreme western Oklahoma.. The returns 
were from two major directions == northwest and southwesto 
No tornado activity was reported from this front., Two local 
storms developed 9 one at Taloga 9 Oklahoma and the other west 
of Cherokee, Oklahoma at about 8�30 Pomo� but the photo= 




195'3 �JJ 3$_ = 3 g4,5_ J2..tln..fl, === A squs.11 line i.n 
western Oklahoma moved eastward across the state and sferic 
activity steadily increased during the afternoon of this date<> 
By 3�30 pomo 9 sferics were occurring considerably more rapid 
than the equipment would photograph them. This front prod1J.ced 
several minor tornadoes before reaching Oklahoma City. It moved 
through Oklahoma City at 5:30 pomo causing high winds and some 
heavy rain o By 8gOO pomo the front had moved to a distance of 
about 30 miles east of Oklahoma City and became almost 
stationaryo Its activity greatly decreased between 6�00 p.,m. 
and 7gQO Pomo and by 7�30 Pomo the sferic detector indicated an 
almost normal level of activityo The lightning associated with 
the activity as it moved through Oklahoma City was quite visible 
from the station and almost as many strokes from cloud to cloud 
were observed as from cloud to ground. The prox:i.mity of the 
activity and the presence of a considerable amount of hori= 
zontal component of the electromagnetic field caused the 
direction finder to indicate elliptical patterns and directions 
were in general indistinguishable. 
June 27
2 
1953, 4�1,5 = 4�.20 Pomo -== Weather conditions in 
Oklahoma City were mild with relatively cool temper•atures and 
some thunderclouds but no visible precipitation or lightning� 
The radar at the Stillwater station indicated precipitation at 
Medicine Lodge 9 Kansas and Bartlesvilles Oklahoma. The sferics 
observed at the Oklahoma City station were from north� north� 
east9 and northwesto 
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Some 6000 photographs in all were taken during the months 
of June and July of which about 3000 were suff'ic iently readable 
to give usable informa.tiono Of the 3000 readable photographs, 
627 representative records were analyzed for presentation in 
this material and the rest were visually inspected for general 
agreement with the information obtained from the 6270 One 
waveform that was observed by the Stillwater station in April 
of 1953 was analyzed for its frequency spectrum. This waveform 
was recorded during a storm at Argonia !) Kansas. 
CHAPTER 'F'IVE 
ANALYSIS OF 'I'HE WAVEFORMS 
The sferic waveforms re corded for this mate rial wer•e 
analyzed primarily for their time duration and frequency 
spectrum. The over all appearance of the sferic waveforms was 
also observed to determine general characteristics. 
Basic Types of Waveform� 
To the untrained observer, each sferic waveform seems to 
be different from all the rest and definite patterns of wave 
shape and duration do not seem to exist. However 9 continued 
observation of sferic disturbances eventually leads the ob= 
server to believe that there is a possibility of classify:tng 
them in several manners. The many photographic records viewed 
by the writer in the course of this research revealed a marked 
similarity between many of the waveforms. Many of these 
similarities already have been observed by others and the 
following list of.general characteristics is intended to 
principally corroborate the findings of others o
The following characteristics were observed many times 
although few of the sferic waveforms had all characteristics 
and some had nonet 
1. A large number of the waveforms were found to
resemble damped sinusoids with a steadily increasing period 0
This parallels the findings of University of Florida investi= 
')' ,:..L� 
gatorsol Because of the rapid dampening, the quency of the
ma,jor energy content was found to be very near the f:r·equency 
computed by measuring the period of the first two or thr'ee cycles ., 
2., Many of the waveforms seemed to have a high frequency 
component superimposed upon a. lower frequency component ., These 
types of waveforms appeared to be associated with only certain 
directions indicated on the direction finder du:r'ing any one 
period of observation.. Therefore it is assumed that they were 
eminating from a single storm or thundercloud., No reason was
found for their occurrence in one storm and not others in the 
same front or at the same timeo However 9 it is felt by the
writer that such waveforms might signify a building up of 
energy level in the storm or cloud since it has been es"" 
tablished that higher energy levels produce higher frequency 
f . 2 s ericso The higher frequency components did not always co:me 
at the first of the waveform 9 but sometimes appeared as 11 bursts 
of ha.sh" at random points along the slower varying portion of' 
the waveformo 
3o Some of the waveforms began with a relatively hlgh
frequency component for a short period of time followed by an. 
extremely slow variation that seemed to contain no higher· 
Kesslero Direction F:i.ndiqg � fuanging Qn. �"'t!.Q],= 
l?.�ricso Gainesville 9 Florida. 
2Herbert L o Jones and Philip No Hess.. �, Identifi_cation 
of Tornadoes by Observations of Waveform A tmosphEn•ics ., 1'




frequency components. These waveforms were also associated 
with certain directions of reception and were assumed to 
originate from a single storm or locationo The waveform shape 
is best explained by the theory that the current discharge began 
with a high energy level 9 high frequency burst and then was 
followed by a long decay of current in the ionized channel. 
No reason was found for the occurrence of this type of sferic 
rather than a more conventional damped oscillation waveform 
as discussed in characteristic 1. 
4. Waveforms which originated from distant activity were
II smootheru than those coming from nearby s terms ., This may be 
explained by the greater attenuation of the higher frequency 
components 9 thus leaving only the low frequency components to 
be observed. This characteristic was clearly evident from 
observation of the waveform and suggests the possibility of 
determining the range of the sferic disturbance by this 
method .. 
5. The waveforms originating from different cloud
formations appeared to have different frequency components 
even though the distances to the different storms were ap= 
proximately the same. This was expected since storms of 
different energy level will produce sferics of different 
frequencies a This difference in frequency con.tent was suf= 
ficiently noticeable that one could almost ascertain the 
direction of the sferic from observing the waveform shape. 
26 
6. The waveforms having the highest in:i.'tial a.m.pli.tude
usually had the longest time dura. ti.on. 11he ratio of time du= 
ration to amplitude was measurably greater for the higher amp= 
litude waveforms., There were numerous exceptions to this rule, 
however, the characteristic was sufficiently noticeable to 
deserve mention. 
Many other characteristics were observed but they were for 
the most part isolated and were not duplicated often or in a 
definite pattern. 
Time Duration Of The Waveform 
The time duration of the sferic waveform was found to vary 
over a wide range. Some few observed were completed in less 
than 100 microseconds while others were not completed in 5000 
microseconds, which was the longest trace used in this study. 
The average time duration of sferics coming from a given storm 
was almost always less than 1000 microseconds. However this 
average time varied slightly from storm to storm. In general, 
nearby activity had waveforms of shorter duration than storms 
farther away,, This is possibly explained by the fact that 9
because of the attenuation with distance� more of the sferics 
coming from a nearby storm were recorded than those of a 
distant storm. Thus 9 for reasons stated in characteristic 6 9
the smaller amplitude disturbances weighted the average of 
time durations downwardo 
The distribution of time durations of 93 sferic wave= 
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of these sf'eric dlsturbances lasted from 500 to 900 m Posoconds 
with seven having durations in excess of 2000 mic�oseconds. All 
the sferics reco1'"'ded were of the low frequency type (below 20 
kilocycles) .. This activity originated some 700 miles from the 
stat ion and might be considered the norm for distant a.c tivi ty. 
Observations on June 4 of -59 sferics showed two ma.jar di.= 
rections of reception.. The distribution of time durations fox• 
each direction is shown in Figure S. These two storms were in 
tha same front in western Oklahoma and they appeared to generate 
similar sferic we.vef'orms c F'requencies present ln these wave"" 
forms were also lowo 
Photographs of 290 wa.veforms originating from a westerly 
direction on J·une 5 were analy.zod and the time durati.on dis= 
tributions shown Figure 6 wer'e obtained., 1:his a.c ti vi ty w2.,s 
relatively close to Oklahoma City .11 being approxi.mately 50 
miles away ., smd was the result of a front extending in a north 
to south directi.on.. This front we.s increasing in activi 
and moving toward Oklahoma City when the photogra.phs wer0e 
taken., Two different sweep speeds were used to check the 
corre tion between the time durations shown by each sweep 
sneed as read from the photogr•aphs � The m2-1 jority of these 
sferics had time durations of from JOO to 1000 microseconds. 
Most of the waveforms were of the low frequeney type wU;h e. :. 
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On June 27, some 183 photographs were taken of sferics 
arriving from three different directions., r11he results of' 
analysis of these records for time durat:i.on distributions of 
the three sferic sources are shown in Figure 7 o A large share 
of sferics from each direction appea.r to have time durations of 
from 400 to 1400 microsecondso All of this activity was some 
200 miles from the stationo Of interest here is the nurnber of 
sferics having durations of over 4000 microsecondso This is 
representative of about 6% of the waveforms observed on this 
date, which is a somewhat higher percentage than ls normally 
found o
Based on these 615 sferic waveforms analyzed for· ti:me 
durations .I) it may be stated that a trace durat;ion of 1000 
microseconds will show the completion of about 66% of the tota.l 
number of sferic waveforms, leaving 34% that will still be 
undergoing variation at the end of the trace,.. If a 500 micro= 
second trace duration is used� only 31% of the sferic waveforms 
will be completed by the end of the trace .. 
The composite distribution of time durations for the 615
waveforms recorded is shown as the solid line of Figure 8,.. The 
dotted line in the figure is a corr•esponding distribution of 
time durations of current discharges in lightn:tng strokes as 
given by Wagner and McCanno 3 
3c ., F o Wagner and G o D .. Mccann.. 11 Lightning Phenoma., 11 
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Frequency Spectrum of the Sferic Waveform 
A function of time, f(t), that does not repeat itself may 
be expressed as a function of oo by use of the Fourier Integral G 




F(w) = t=It)e. -J J..t 
-oO
If the function of time cannot be expressed ma.thematically., as 
is the case for a sferic waveform, the transformation from the 
time domain to the frequency domain through use of the Fourier 
Integral must be done by graphical means or the equivalentG 
This can be accomplished by using a function of the form sin 
x/x as is suggested by H. Ao Samulon. 4 The frequency content
of a voltage function of time, e(t), is usually limited by the 
circuit through which the voltage passes. Since the circuit 
itself will have a cut off frequency p all frequenci�s above 
this cut off frequency which were present in the original 
voltage function will be eliminated when it passes through 
this circuit. Thus if a frequency f c may be established, which
is the highest frequency present in a given voltage function 
of time, the function may be represented exactly by the sum 
of a number of functions of the form s:i.n x/x,, The mathematical 
expression 
e (t) = 
for e ( t) will then become, 
r �� 
h ... o 
Si'N J? Tr Pc. (t- }, ,··')
� -ir P'e, ( t. - Y'I ..,. ) 
--
.:, �c.. 
4H. A 0 Samulono 11 Spectrum Analysis Of Trans i.ent Response 
Curves," Proceeding_s .2.f. � I.R.,E.,., February ., 19.51, pp. 175= 




where An is the amplitude of the function of time at the
sampling points which are separated by the inter-val 1' o The 
spectrum of the n=th term of e(t) may be expressed a.s 9
e(a,) = J +=. 
f"lS ,• N � 71 1" c. ( -t - h -1-") 
AY> 
_;:,0 a<rr.fc(-t-n-7) 
r_1.1hus the spectrum of e(t) will be the sum of the spect:rums of 
ea.ch termi 
E(w);: 
The problem then. is resolved to forming the srunmat:Lon ind:tcated 
in the above equation from the plot of e(t)" 
The first step in computing the frequency spectrum of a 
given e { t) is to determine the value of f 
0
o The value of :e c
used in computing the frequency spectrums of the three wave= 
forms in this material was determined by inspection of e(t)o 
The number of cycles of the highest apparent frequency in the 
waveform was determined and a frequency fm was computede A 
value of fc was assumed which was from three to five times fm
depending upon the smoothness of the waveformo Although this 
method of determining f 0 is subject to some error ,\) it often 
allows the use of a value of f 0 which is considerably lower 
than the cut off frequency of the circuit being used to amplify 
the waveformo This in turn allows the use of a larger time 
interval 'f and thus fewer sampling points on the wavefo:r"J:11 are 
. 
J 
required., The erro1" introduced in assuming a. value of f thatc 
is somewhat lower than the highest frequency in the waveform is 
greatest for the highest frequency in the spectrum., The 
possibility of error occurring may be minimized however since a 
judicial choice of f
0 
will cause the spectrum to include easily 
frequencies containing 9.5%' of all the energy in the wave.form., 
There is an additional advantage in allowing the choice of f
0
to be arbitrary to a certain extent., The time interval 1" may 
be adjusted by means of the choice of f
0 
so that readings may 
be taken from e{t) more easily. For example 9 the choice of a 
fc of 300 kilocycles is not as desirable as a choice requires 
the use of sampling points which are 30333 microseconds apart 
and the latter would require a more easily determined sampling 
point spacing of 3 microseconds. 
After establishing the sampling interval 9 � 9 it is 
necessary to determine the number of frequencies at which 
E(w) must be evaluated in order to give sufficient shape to the 
outline of the spectrumo It is of advantage to choose a number· 
which is a factor of 180 so that the number of numerical 
computations may be reduced to a minimumo To show the im= 
portance of this choice 9 the form of the previous expression 
for E(w) may be changed by substituting l/2f 0 for the interval 
", and 2 trf for 00 9 both substitutions to be made in the 
exponent of the natural logarithm base 9 e� 
<2- A .... e - j 
nif({}
E (4J) = L n � +'c.. 
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If the term f is assigned a subscript o wh:tch is to range i.n 
integral values from unity to q $ where q is the number of 
frequencies for which evaluation of E(w) is made, E(w) becomes 
E(w
0
) for each frequency 
o<> 
£(w0) = Z ;:),,.. 





� .(' c. 
It may be seen from this expression for E(w
0
) that the effect 
of summing on n is to change the magnitude of the phasor 
quantity at random in the manner in which the time variations 
of e(t) occurs while the change in angle attached to the phasor 
magnitude is in uniform steps since the quantity f
0
/f c ls
established for each f 
0
o It would therefore be desirable to
estabtish the quantity f
0
/fc so that for as many values of f0
as poss ib_1.e . the angles ntrf 
0
/f c will have symmetry a-bout the
90° -270° axiso For if this were true, an angle in the first 
quandrant resulting from one value of n would have the same 
magnitude of sine and cosine function as. another angle in the 
second quandrant which was the resultant of a larger value of 
n. Thus in forming the summation on n 9 fewer sine and cosine
products would be necessary since the n=formed phasors asso=
ciated with these two angles could have their magnitudes alge=
braically combined before multiplication by the sine and
cosine componentso
It is found upon attempting to form this symmetry of the 
angles nn(�) about the 90° -270° axis that values of q which 
are factors of 180 seem to fit the required results more 
satisfactorily than any other possibili ty o Consequently a 
value of q of 18 was decided upon for the frequency spectra 
presented here o Thus there will be 18 frequencies in each 
spectrum evenly spaced from zero to fc in value at which E(w)
has been evaluated. 
To perform the actual summation s, tables were formed that 
increased the speed at which computations could be made o A 
set of summation tables was made for each frequency s, f09 for 
which computation was made. The table for finding r2 » the
second frequency in the spectrum 9 is given on the following 
page to indicate the process involvedo 
To use this table, the algebraic sum of all sampling 
38 
point magnitudes (A values) having the indicated subscripts in 
each group is formed. The sign before each subscript number• in 
the table should be included in determining the algebraic sign 
of each Ano After summing each group s, these summations were
then multiplied by their respective numbers in the center 
column of the tableo After each group summation had been made 9
the sine and cosine columns were totalized to determine the 
magnitudes of the sine and cosine components of f2 c The polar
magnitude of voltage at frequency r2 was then determined by
combining the sine and cosine components in quadrature in the 
usual manner. 
Not all of the frequency analysis tables have the same 
appearance as the one used for evaluation of the magnitude of 
f2. In some cases it is more convenient to associate the 
COSINE' TERMS 
O 36 72 
-18 =54 =90
1 35 37 
=17 -19 =53
2 34 38 
=16 =20 =52 
3 33 39 
=15 =21 =51 
4 32 40 =14 =22 =50 
5 31 41 
=13 =23 =49 
6 30 42 
=12 -24 ��-8

















rrABLE FOR EVALUATION OF f',., 
MULTIPLIER �HNE TEEMS 
9 9.5 c31 
�1.000 _.....,,, =27 =03 =99 
73 8 10 ii+ i6 
80 82 
=89 =91 � 0985 ,�= =26 =28 = 2 = L1. =98 =100 
=ii =92 _ 7 
11 �3 47 79 83 0940 � =25 =29 =bl =65 =97
75 6 12 i2 is 
78 84 
=87 =93 .866 � =24 =30 = 0 = 6 =96 """""""' 
76 5 13 41 i9 77 
85 
=86 =94_ .766 _ =23 =31 =59 = 7 .,,a� ;_., 
77 4 1)_� L.o r:;o 76 '16cj "'
.,643-= -58
--: , ' 
=85 =95 � o-22 =32 �,b8 =9L!-
78 3 15 39 51 75 
=84 =96 .5oo _ =21 -33 c,7 =69 ca03 =.,, 1, 
79 2 16 38 r' ,.., 711- 88;, c'. 
=83 =97 0342 � =20 =34 =56 =70 =92 =-==> 
8 
-10
28 u1- 64 80 100 l 17 37 53 73 89 
=26 -46 =62 -82 =98 � .174- � =19 =35 =55 -71 =91 
TOTAL� COSINE 'rERMS ====--=-= ��-- rl'OTAL 3 SINE TERMS 
algebraic sign with the multiplier rather than the sampling 
point magnitudes.. Some of the tables have fewer multipliers 
than the one for f2 while some others have moreo The time 
required for performing the summation for r
2 
is representat 
of the average time required for analysis of each of the other 
seventeen frequencieso 
It may be seen that the table is made for a. maximu.i11 of 
100 sampling points since the highest subscript number is lOOe 
This limits the use of the table to a certain extento If the 
total time duration of e(t) is denoted by T, the :r•elation 
between T and T ( sampling point spacing) must be
I oo 
in order to use these tables o In some cases 9 f 9 as set by 
the value off for a given e(t), is such that the abov·e re= 
c 
lation does not hold true. In such a case, use of the 100 point 
tables will require a larger 'r value and will thus lower the
f 0 value. This introduces error in the computed values of 
E(w) for the higher values of oo in the spectrum. If this 
error is too great, tables must be devised which allow a 
sufficiently large number of sampling pointso 
The three waveforms chosen for spectrum analysis is this 
material are shown along with their respective spectra in 
Figures 9 9 10 9 and llo The waveform of Figure 9 was obtained 
during a storm near Argonia, Kansas by the Stillwater station. 
It is representative of a relatively low frequency sferic 
although the same storm did produce some sferic waveforms with 
high frequency content., The characteristic damped sinusoid 
shape with increasing period is displayed here., A cut off 
frequency (f) of 100 kilocycles was chosen for computing this. c 
spectrum and the small amount of energy at the high frequency 
end of the spectrum verifies this choice as being accurate .,
Most of the energy in this waveform was found to be concen= 
trated at about 12 kilocycleso 
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The waveform of Figure 10 contains the highes t; quencies 
recorded during the study that were readable from the photo= 
graphs .. Higher frequencies were recorded on several occasions 
but the exact shape of the waveforms was not discernable,. The 
choice of 214 kilocycles as the cut off frequency for this wave= 
form was made because of the limitations of the tables used as 
discussed above., The fact that energy of apprecia.ble amount was 
found at 214 kilocycles indicates the presence of still higher 
frequency componentso 
The waveform of Figure 11 is representative of a medium 
frequency sferic waveform., Its spectrum indicates some low 
frequency content centered around 10 kilocycleso Super= 
imposed upon this low frequency component are medium frequency 
components (37 kilocycles) a.nd some high frequency components 
(116 kilocycles and 151 kilocycles)o This waveform originated 
in a storm front which was 50 miles west of Oklahoma City and 
moving toward Oklahoma Cityo At the time the photographic 
record was made, the frontal activity was building up and the 
maximum activity of this front occurred about two hours after 
the photograph was taken.. Because of the appreclable ampli= 
tude of the spectrum at the cut off frequencys 160 kilocycles ;,
it is apparent that higher frequencies are presento 
In addition to these three analyses of frequency content; 
of sferic waveforms p visual observation was made of a large 
number of waveforms of the type indicated in the B portion of' 
Figure 3 .. These waveforms indicated the existence of a 
fx•E, 
considerable amount of energy present below the 10 kilocycle 
point. Some of the waveforms had a predominance of 200 to 
45 
400 cycles per second for the lowest frequencies observed with 
a majority having predominant frequencies of about 2000 to 
5000 cycles per second. These were observed as coming from 
low activity rain storms or thunderclouds. No high frequencies 
were seen riding upon these low frequency sferics. 
CHAP1'ER SIX 
SUMMARY AND CONGLUSIOl'J8 
Analysis of the data recorded for this study indicates 
that the duration of a sferic waveform will a.most always be in 
the range of 100 microseconds to ,5000 mic1•ose conds with 66% 
having a duration of 1000 microseconds or longer., The average 
time duration was found to be near 700 microseconds with 52% 
of the waveforms being as long as or longer than this in 
duration., 
It was also found that the frequencies present in the 
sferic waveform varied from 200 cycles per second to over 
500 kilocycles per second, depending upon the meteorological 
conditions at the time of generation of the sferic., Although 
frequency spe ctrums were made for three sferic wavefo1'"'IDS ob= 
served, the computations were too laborious to justify the 
analysis of a large number of representative waveforms for 
their frequency contentc Thus an over all frequency spectrum 
is not giveno 
�rhe characteristics of the sferic waveform were observed 
and classified in a general wayo These observations were very 
similar for the most part to observations of other investi= 
gators. No association of these general characteristics with 
meteorological conditions wa.s made because of the lack: of 
sufficient data., Such a study will require more equipment and 
closer coordination with sources of weather information over e. 
large a.re a., 
As a result of this study 9 the following cone 
drawng 
i.ons are
l o Observations of the general cha.racterist:'Lcs of the 
sferic waveform should be made over a period of time of at 
least 1000 microseconds from the origin of the sferic., This 
will insure that over 60� of all the waveforms observed will 
be seen to their completion .. 
2 o The most logical method of securing an over all 
frequency spe C'trum for sferic waveforms is probably a combi= 
nation of selective filtering and counting circuits .. Mathe= 
matical computation of the frequency spectrum of a waveform 
is relatively slow even with the use of computing dev es and 
would not be economically feasible for a large number of 
sferics that may be recorded at a single station during a 
season n s operationo 
3 ., A method must be devised to show in clear detail the 
high frequency waveforms which are known to occur during
tornado activityo Existing equipment can show only part of 
this type of waveform in sufficient detail to perform ma thee, 
matical analysis o If the entire waveform of the high frequency 
type is displays d., the waveform appe a.rs to be II hashy11 and 
cannot be analyzed for frequency contento 
4o There is a need for simultaneous display of the 
direction finder indication and the waveform in such a way 
that an observer could rea.d::Lly associate the waveforrm with 
48 
direction ., Present equipment shmrn the two displays 
simultaneously but both cannot be seen at the same time by an 
observer because of the physical separation of the displays., 
This problem is near solution by members of the research team 
at the Stillwater stationo 
It is recommended that the study of the frequency content 
of the sferic waveform be continued with possibly the aid of 
new equipment yet to be designed., It is also recommended that 
further study be made of the longer duration sferic waveforrns 
in view of the meteorological conditions that cause themo It 
is the opinion of the writer that the time duration of the 
sferic waveform may provide a key by means of which the gener= 
a.ting mechanism of the high frequency sferic can be perceived ,,
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